
ROMAN BACCHANAL 

 

SHOULDN’T THE SIGN BE IN LATIN - ET VIATICUM PERCEPTURUM FERMENTUM? 
 

I am always amazed at the great effort that The Texas Renaissance Festival attendees put into 
their costumes.  Some people go on every differently themed weekend and even sometimes go 
twice a season.  Last year I was pathetic, cleavage showing with black cat ears for the All 
Hallow’s Eve weekend. 



Our weather makes it difficult to decide what to wear.  Fall can be up in the 90s or down in the 
50s – sweaters or shorts or both.  Many people come dressed in leather which must be difficult 
on a hot day.  It is the biggest Renaissance Festival in the US, disability friendly and lots of fun.  
Just avoid the filthy shows if you are easily offended.  I was tickled that most of the shows had 
signers for the deaf.  It was a wonderful idea but the phrases they had to translate into 
American Sign Language were hilarious and rude. 

 
 

Sound and Fury are our favorite 

performers.  They do a series of Greek or 

Roman tragedies that they turn into 

hilarious comedies.  They always tell the 

audience that it is R rated. 

The one on the left was playing an army 

of Trojans (yes, you can imagine the 

jokes).  Durex and Trojans are condoms 

for the UK/US audience. 

How the beautiful signer with the glorious 

red hair kept a straight face through the 

performance was beyond me. 



 
 
This was one of the belly dancers that our friend wanted to see.  I spoke to her afterwards and she told me that 
she came from Conroe (a provincial town in our county) – that reduced the glamor somewhat…  Her skills were 
quite accurate though but any Egyptian man would tell you that there wasn’t enough meat on her bones!  In Egypt 
the real belly dancers are held in great esteem but mostly you see Russian girls who don’t really feel the music in 
their bones like a true Egyptian can. 
 

 
Arsene and his snarky assistant – another of our faves and my husband’s pathetic costume… 



 
Travis got a kiss from a pretty kitty performer – don’t you love the 
cougar who snuck into the shot.  She is even wearing cougar print? The 
kiss on Travis’s cheek is from pretty kitty not Chatty Kerry. 

As the evening wore on, the mead was still flowing and Travis, who was a navigator in the navy, couldn’t 

find his way out of a paper bag nor could my orienteering husband.  We wandered round in the twilight 

but eventually discovered how to exit the festival.  I could have just asked someone… 

 



 

Isn’t this Roman family adorable – all ready for the gladiator games? 



 

Can’t wait for next year or might even go before it finishes... 

http://www.texrenfest.com/ 

Amant Kerry xxx 

Look at the bodies on this Barbarian 

couple.  If I looked like that I would take 

my clothes off too.  Finally - the Fire 

Whip guy who was really talented. 


